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71. Bangle sellers is a/an
1. lyric 2. abc 3. sonnet 4. elegy

72. “I came, I saw, I conquered”. Here ‘I’ refers to
1. Marcus Antony 2. Brutus
3. Julius Ceasar 4. Octavias Ceasar

73. “She swags like a flower in the wind of our song’’
      What does the word ‘like’ in the above sentence suggest?

1. oppostition 2. comparison  3. similarity 4. anaphora
74. Who invesated the following story “The Face on the Wall” ?

1. Dabney   2. Rudson wayte  3. E.V. Lucas  4. The little man
75. The figures of speech in “Like her Bridal laughter and bridal

tear” is
1. Anti-thasis 2. Oxymoron 3. Metaphor 4. Hyperbole

76. How does the bird sway in the wind of bearers song?
1. like a swing 2. like a beam 3. like a flower 4. like star

77. “I got up dazed and dejected” Here “dazed and dejected”
mea ns

1. Shoked and Surprised 2. Sad-Surprised
3. Sorrow and wondered 4. none

78. The follow is not a tragedy.........
1. Macbeth 2. Julius Caeser  3. King lear   4. As you like it

79. The sun of Rome is set. There are the words of
1. Brutus 2. Castives 3. Cabca 4. Octavius

80. In the beginning of the story “The Face on The Wall” where did
the narrator and his friends gather at ?

1. Old lodge 2. Ormond strut
3. Dabney’s house 4. Rudson’ waytes home

81. The Opposite of the word “limid’’ is
1. clear 2. opaque 3. light 4. dark

82. In the palanquin bearers, the narrator  do not compare “She”
with

1. a laugh 2. a star 3. a bird 4. a song
83. “In palanquin Bearers” pailnquin is an example for a/an

1. proper adjective 2. distributive adjective
3. indefinite adjective 4. all

84. In the word cleaves. |es| is pronounced as
1. |s| 2. |z| 3. |iz| 4. |es|

85. “I came to think of it as real as my fellow - lodger, in fact”. Here
‘my fellow - ledger’ refers to

1. Mr Ormond wall 2. The little man
3. The Face on the wall 4. Dabney

86. Whom did Antony call, “The noblest Roman of them all” ?
1. Julius Caeser 2. Cassius
3. Actavius 4. Brutus

87. Mark Antony in “Julius Caesar’’ is the
1. dramatic hers 2. pratogonist
3. Antigonist 4. None

88. The language function in “Do you mind giving me your card?” is
1. A suggestion 2. seeking permission
3. a formal request 4. none

89. Why does the poet compare the bangles with the flame of
marriage fire ?

1. for their colours 2. for sacredness
3. for customs 4. for belives
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90. In Palanquin Bearers, which pair give us a feeling of lightness
except ?

1. flats at falls 2. sways & springs
3. lightly & skims 4. bird & star

91. The poem Palanquin Bearers is taken from.........
1. The golden threshold 2. The bird of time
3. The broken wing 4. none

92. Who killed cassius ?
1. Antony 2. Britus 3. His slave 4. Octavius

93. What is the most remarkable in the face on the Wall?
1. The story invented by the little man
2. The super natural story narrated by the little man
3. The story of Dabney 4. The story of Rudson wayte

94. Which word is used as a symbol of the woman’s role and social
status?

1. Rainbow - tinted circles 2. Bride
3. Household 4. Bangles

95. In Bangle-sellers, whom did Sarojini Naidu use / take her sub-
ject?

1. small travelling traders 2. women
3. bangles 4. none

96. The poem ‘Palanquin’  is written in the year
1. 1904 2. 1905 3. 1912 4. 1917

97. Who warms about the danger of the ides of march?
1. calpurnia 2. antony 3. soothsayer 4. octavius

98. The Face on the Wall is a/an
1. Novel 2. Essay 3. Play 4. Short Story

99. The poem Bangle Sellers is taken from
1. The bird of Time 2. The golden Threshold
3. The Broken wing 4. None

100. Which of the following is the posthumous work of Sarojini
Naidu?

1 The temple 2. The feather of the Dawn
3. The sceptred flute 4. the bird of time

101. In the Palanquin  Bearers, The pronoun ‘she’ dosen’t refer to
1. The Palanquin 2. The princess
3. The poet 4. The bride

102. In popular ballads, The narrator tells the story
1. without any feelings 2. without any thone & action
3. with perfonal feelings 4. without personal feelings

103. The metre in The Bangle sellers is used
1. Trochee tetra metre 2. Iambic penta metre
3. Anaprest tetra metre 4. Dactyl penta metre

104. How does she spring in the brow of the tide?
1. like a light 2. like beam 3. like boat 4. like wind

105. Why does the put choose the bangles as the theme of her
poe m?

1. it is a symbol of age 2. it is a symbol of tradition
3. it is a symbol of happiness 4. it is a symbol custom

107-126 Choose the parts of speech.
106. What is the rhyming scheme of the given poems of Sarojini

Naidu?
1. ab aa bb 2. ab abab 3. ab ab cc 4. aa bb cc

107. “well” said he, “not a story in the ordinary sense of the word”.
1. Interjection 2. conjuction 3. preposition 4. adverb

108. If it rains, the match will be cancelled
1. Interjection 2. conjuction 3. preposition 4. adverb

109. The man vanished round the croner
1. Interjection 2. conjuction 3. preposition 4. adverb

110. She went round and round
1. Interjection 2. conjuction 3. preposition 4. adverb

111. We went for a long walk together
1. Noun 2. Verb 3. Adjective 4. Adverb

112. She could have passed the exam
1. Link Verb 2. Conditional Verb
3. Lexical Verb 4. Auxilary Verb

113. None of his poems are well known
1. Presonal pronoun 2. Relative pronoun
3. Indefinite pronoun 4. Distributive pronoun

114. The smartness of Yamini impresses me.
1. callective noun 2. material noun

3. proper noun 4. abstract noun
115. Everyone is facinated by her performance

1. adverb 2. adjective 3. verb 4. noun
116. The bell rang at eight o’ clock

1. transtive verb 2. stative verb
3. intransitive verb 4. link verb

117. The flower in the garden look beautiful
1. adverb 2. adjective 3. verb 4. noun

118. They were here with us until now
1. adverb 2. adjective 3. verb 4. noun

119. He has gone to college.
1. adverb 2. preposition 3. conjunction 4. noun

120. He was ill but he attended the party
1. preposition 2. pronoun 3. conjunction 4. interjection

121. Ouch! you’ve stopped on my foot.
1. adverb 2. noun 3. conjuction 4. interjection

122. What! you don’t mean to say so ?
1. interjection 2. conjuction
3. preposition 4. relative pronoun

123. They had their ups and downs of fortone
1. adverb 2. adjective 3. pronoun 4. noun

124. I know the reason why he did it?
1. adverb 2. adjective 3. pronoun 4. noun

125. Children like sweets.
1. noun 2. verb 3. adjective 4. adverb

126.He needs must come
1. noun 2. verb 3. adjective 4. adverb

127. The language being taught and learned is known as
1. second language 2. first  language
3. target language 4. foreign language

128. What are the functions of language ?
1. informative 2. directive 3. expressive 4. all

129. Who defins Languages as “ a set of human habits, the purpose
of which is to give expression to thoughts and feelings, and espe-
cially to import them to other’’?

1. Jesperson 2. Spair 3. Pei           4. Whatmought
130. What kind of principle stresses the importence of selection

and gradation in language teaching?
1. Language is vocal 2. Language is system
3. Language is unique 4. Language is arbitray

131. Why should learner of a new langauge have to make strenu-
ous effort to master it ?

1. Language is vocal 2. Language is system
3. Language is unique 4. Language is arbitray

132. We should teach descriptive grammar that describes the cur-
rent use of the language, since

1. langauge is changing 2. language is unique
3. langauge is arbitrary 4. all

133. In which phrase was the teaching of English very Crucial ?
1. 1835 To 1858 2. 1857 To 1852
3. 1883 To 1935 4. 1935 To 1947

134. When did the Text Books first publish ?
1. 1901 2. 1903 3. 1868 4. None

135. In the third phase 1883-1935, Oral reading was taught through
1. word method 2. syllabel method
3. phonic method 4. sentence method

136. Who introduced the Direct Method in India?
1. Mical West 2. Henry Sweet  3. Jesperson 4. H. Sharp

137. To compose varied new sentence makes the language
1. creative 2. unique 3. displacement  4. arbitrary

138. The teacher has to grade her teaching on Frequency, useful-
ness range, productivity, simplicity and teachability which are

1. skills 2. techniques 3. devices 4. principles
139. Which principle emphasizes the importance of speech in teach-

ing?
1. language is vocal 2. language changes
3. language is unique 4. all

140. Who /  Which committe suggested ‘men, materia ls and
method”?

1. CDC  2. V.K. Gokak     3. Radha krishnan  4. michal west
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ALL THE BEST



Q.No Ans Q.No Ans Q.No Ans Q.No Ans
1 4 51 2 101 3 151 3
2 2 52 4 102 4 152 4
3 3 53 1 103 1 153 4
4 4 54 3 104 2 154 3
5 2 55 2 105 3 155 2
6 4 56 4 106 4 156 3
7 3 57 3 107 1 157 2
8 2 58 1 108 2 158 1
9 3 59 3 109 3 159 1

10 4 60 1 110 4 160 4
11 4 61 4 111 3 161 3
12 2 62 2 112 2 162 4
13 4 63 3 113 3 163 2
14 1 64 4 114 4 164 4
15 2 65 3 115 4 165 3
16 4 66 2 116 3 166 2
17 1 67 3 117 2 167 4
18 4 68 2 118 1 168 2
19 3 69 1 119 2 169 3
20 4 70 4 120 3 170 4
21 1 71 1 121 4 171 4
22 1 72 3 122 1 172 3
23 3 73 2 123 4 173 2
24 4 74 4 124 3 174 2
25 2 75 1 125 2 175 1
26 3 76 3 126 4 176 3
27 3 77 2 127 3 177 3
28 2 78 4 128 4 178 1
29 3 79 1 129 1 179 3
30 3 80 3 130 2 180 2
31 4 81 2 131 3 181 4
32 1 82 4 132 1 182 3
33 4 83 1 133 3 183 4
34 4 84 2 134 2 184 1
35 2 85 3 135 3 185 2
36 2 86 4 136 4 186 3
37 3 87 1 137 1 187 2
38 1 88 3 138 4 188 1
39 3 89 2 139 1 189 2
40 2 90 4 140 2 190 3
41 3 91 1 141 3 191 1
42 4 92 3 142 4 192 1
43 2 93 2 143 2 193 3
44 1 94 4 144 4 194 2
45 4 95 1 145 2 195 1
46 4 96 2 146 3 196 3
47 2 97 3 147 4 197 3
48 1 98 4 148 1 198 2
49 3 99 1 149 3 199 2
50 4 100 2 150 2 200 2
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